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Statement of Poetics 
 
 
My poetry explores rituals of body and mind, violence, myth, incantation, and queer 
desire. I think of my poems as prayers, hymns, elliptical events of spirit and sensory impression. 
I am interested in writing poems that feel native to the west Texas landscape of my childhood, 
bringing to the page something like C.D. Wright’s attention to regional specificity while also 
engaging, as Wright did, with larger forces of history and poetic tradition. Although many of the 
poems in this project are carried forward by Lorca’s ​Duende​, I want each poem I write to provide 
continual sonic and imagistic delight, even joy. In poems of mine like “Fox Bellies” and 
“Written on the Winter Palms,” the energies produced by the language depend more on sound 
that on content, or at least my curiosity about sound-effects produces and mutates the content. 
When I sit down to write a poem, I am always subconsciously aware that the root of the word 
lyric ​is ​lyre​, that language is a living instrument whose vibrations have preceded me by 
centuries. Walter Pater says that “all art aspires towards the condition of music,” and though I 
don’t necessarily agree with a hierarchy of the arts, I do think my poems are always aspiring and 
surrendering to the musicality of speech and syntax. Ideally, the poetry I write would provide the 
sonic joy that courses through the work of poets like Nathaniel Mackey, Cathy Park Hong, 
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Fanny Howe, Paul Celan, Jean Valentine, Atsuro Riley, and Gerard Manley Hopkins. I am 
constantly returning to these poets to learn how to craft lush and urgent soundscapes on the page. 
I was lucky enough to have my first-ever workshop with Natalie Diaz when she was a 
visiting poet in the Fall of 2017. One of the many things I learned from Diaz is that language 
begins in the body, and the transference of a poem between reader and writer is foremost an 
exchange between bodies. She taught me to engage poems with the full scope of my sensory 
imagination. She showed me that good poetic images often hold a delightfully unstable amount 
of sensory possibilities. For example, in Atsuro Riley’s poem “Drift-Raft,” Riley’s child-speaker 
describes a nighttime impression: “The eye-of-pine floorboards ticking, clicking, planking 
themselves cool.” As with many effective images, this one transports me to multiple sensory 
zones at once: my bare feet against the darkened floorboards, the warmth of a bed as I listen to 
the chorus of clicks, the rustling pine forest of the floorboards’ origin. I am also the floorboards 
calibrating to the night as it seeps through me. Working with Natalie has widened my sense of 
these kinds of sensory possibilities in poems. In my writing practice I have come to trust the 
emotional energy of vivid, non-expository objective correlatives. I create my images with the 
goal of creating a shared space of emotional and sensual richness, precision, and mystery. I hope 
poems of mine like “Seven Plagues” and “​Media Distinctio​” allow my readers to enter into the 
type of complex synaesthetic experiences that my favorite poems offer. In my future workshops, 
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I would like to continue crafting images that carry forward Diaz’s rigorous attention to the 
endless somatic possibilities of reading and writing. 
Though my poems often circle obsessively around a set of images and symbols, I’ve been 
trying to write in as diverse forms as possible for this project, to explore the malleabile 
relationship between form and content. I’ve written in 7-line stanzas, in couplets, I’ve written a 
sonnet, I’ve written in shorter, more sonically-invested lines. I hope there’s a formal diversity in 
these poems that doesn’t result in a sense of scatteredness. Ideally, these poems will work by 
implication and ambiguity -- while always attending to specificity and originality of language -- 
so that a reader might be able to discover their own meanings through the language on the page. 
I’m most inspired by a poem when it’s so rich with potential meaning that I’m able to discover 
new resonances of feeling and meaning through perpetual re-readings. I hope I can make enough 
meaning in my poems to give my reader the kinds of rich worlds of strangeness and potentiality 
that challenge and sustain me as a reader.  
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An Ecopoetics of Grief in Forrest Gander’s ​Be With 
 
Two years before the publication of Forrest Gander’s ​Be With​, Gander’s life partner, the 
poet C.D. Wright, died unexpectedly in her sleep. The poems that follow, which Gander has 
described as “gushing forth” after a year of silence, are devastating explorations of grief, silence, 
sound, landscape, regret, and the (im)possibilities of poetry to provide a space that allows both 
poet and reader to be with others, human and non-human, living and dead. The book’s title, 
which is borrowed from a poem of Wright’s, enacts one of the central tensions in these poems: 
although the object of the phrase “be with” is eerily absent, the imperative remains. This paradox 
between presence and absence courses through the poems in the book, and the grief apparent in 
Gander’s language imbues deep spiritual and ethical urgency to many of the obsessions he’s 
explored in his previous books. One of the epigrams to the book reads simply, “The political 
begins in intimacy,” which might seem a puzzling statement for poems that never take on 
“explicitly” political subject matter, especially when compared to previous projects of his like 
Core Samples from the World​. But it is through Gander’s subtle engagement with ecologies and 
other cultures -- his insistence on translating interstitial, shared, and ongoing spaces into poetry -- 
that the poems in ​Be With​ are given political heft. The elegies in this book never read as 
solipsistic despair-cages because they are always enacting an interelational urge in which 
ecological, ethical, and interpersonal stakes play out on the page with more rawness and urgency 
than Gander’s work has ever revealed. 
“Who was ever only themselves?” Gander asks in “Son,” the opening poem of the book, 
and this is one of the central conceits of the book as a whole, that every body is shaped, 
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wounded, and moved by radically different other forms, from a lost beloved to “a bacterial 
swarm / in the crook of your knee” to “helminth parasites” writhing in the speaker’s guts. The 
poem, addressed to the son Gander created and raised with Wright, does more than triangulate 
between the speaker, his child, and Wright, as one might expect from an elegy addressed to the 
living son of a lost partner, but risks including startling scientific language of “searing exquisite 
singularity” that situates the personal in vast geologic and microbiological ecosystems. In a poem 
that engages so clearly with scientific fact without sacrificing the intensity of a grief-stricken 
subjectivity, the deep-seated historical connections between the pastoral and the elegiac have 
rarely felt more ecologically urgent. “Son” makes it clear that our deepest loves and losses are 
dependent upon the ecosystems that shape and surround us. Rather than riddling his poems with 
pathetic fallacies in which nature exists merely in service to Gander’s ego, there is always the 
acknowledgment of otherness and symbiosis in the poems’ language and thematics. In this sense, 
Gander’s engagement with natural phenomena doesn’t provide a too-tidy solace or escape from 
grief, but it does imbue his grief with a great deal of complexity, creating language-zones of 
highly charged permeability. 
In his 2011 essay “The Future of the Past: The Carboniferous & Ecopoetics,” Gander 
expresses his investment in avoiding the ​clichés that are often associated with poetry “about” 
nature: “I myself am less interested in ‘nature poetry’ -- where nature features as theme -- than in 
poetry, sometimes called ecopoetry, that investigates -- both thematically and formally -- the 
relationship between nature and culture, language and perception.” Gander suggests here that one 
of the dangers of “nature poetry” is that it threatens to reduce or simplify human and non-human 
interconnectedness into pat emotional formulas. ​A similar fear is expressed in the poem “What It 
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Sounds Like,” where Gander confesses his need to struggle against using language to merely 
express the grief and regret that followed his loss: “Creepy always to want to pin words on ‘the 
emotional experience’”. Gander avoids this creepiness. Although the poems in ​Be With ​each 
offer a unique and intensely emotional experience, his words are never pinned exclusively on his 
feelings. Rather, much of the energy of ​Be With ​spurs from Gander’s kaleidoscopic insistence 
that grief occurs in a body and world occupied by parasites, bacteria, and countless other bizarre 
phenomena, that subjectivity ​is ​radical intersubjectivity.  
The role of poetry in the context of both Gander’s grief and his investment in exploring 
ecological interrelation is another central concern of ​Be With. ​In the penultimate line of “Son,” 
Gander points towards personal dangers that might arise from devoting one’s life to poetry: “I 
gave my life to strangers; I kept it from the ones I love.”  It’s difficult to pull off a semicolon in a 
poem, but with this one, both the pause and the symbiotic energies between the connected 
syntactic units operate with devastating effect: a causal relationship is suggested between the 
giving of life to strangers and the keeping of life from beloveds. This is especially powerful in 
the context of an elegy, as any poem might be thought of as an offering to strangers that relies on 
and takes away from the kind of intimate life-giving the act of writing a poem seeks and avoids. 
But the existence of the poem resists the dichotomy one might glean from the line. Part of the 
doubleness of “Son” is that it operates as both a giving of life to strangers ​and ​an intimate 
address to one that Gander loves. The poem, fastened to the page in sinewy couplets, performs 
this intense interrelation between private and public address.  
Another doubleness the poems in ​Be With ​obsessively explore is that between silence and 
speech. Many of the poems in this book left me speechless. Just as a poem’s language on the 
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page returns to white space, I felt myself returning again and again to a space of silence through 
the force and power of Gander’s language. The free-floating opening line of “Beckoned” begins 
jarringly, as though the words are being yanked from the unspeakable absence created by 
Wright’s death: “At which point my grief-sounds ricocheted outside of language.” Poetry as a 
genre, with the manipulation of syntax through enjambment and white space, has always gained 
energy from playing with the tensions between speech and silence, what is spoken and what will 
always remain unspeakable. ​Be With ​is particularly invested in exploring this mysterious 
connection, as the poems reach towards the void of Wright’s absence, “ricochet[ing] outside of 
language,” while resisting that same void through life’s articulation.  
The final image in “The Sounding” points towards the violence and unknowability of this 
speech/void relation:  
And behind those  
voices, ​what is that  
blowing  
the valves of your ears open  
as black rain, not in torrents, but  
ceaselessly comes  
unchecked out of everywhere  
with nothing  
to slacken it.  
 
The sublime terror of this image, with its placement coming out of “everywhere” behind the 
quotidian hum of human voices, indicates a relentless abyss that cannot be accurately defined by 
language, only wondered at through a language of raw bewilderment: ​what is that? ​In 
“Carbonized Forest,” the void appears in a more contained phantom-form: “And a briary 
phantom there. Stygian, erect. // Saying, here is the untranslation of the world”. Gander has 
worked as a poetry translator of multiple languages, so here the idea of “untranslation” suggests 
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the difficulty of a life spent translating word and world. But despite the fruitlessness suggested 
by “untranslation,” multiple acts of translation are embodied by this speaking phantom. The 
phantom is transformed into a physical and earthly cactus by the word “briary,” a word that 
describes the natural phenomenon of spikiness; the natural world takes on the echoes of Gander’s 
Stygian hauntedness without forfeiting its particularity. The cactus-phantom hybrid also 
translates the unspeakable into speech, and vice-versa, echoing the Wittgensteinian idea that 
language is able to express the inexpressible. This idea is revised and revisited in “Epitaph,” 
where Gander writes: 
Where I stand now  
before the throne of glory, the script 
must remain hidden. Where,  
but in the utterance itself? 
 
 
The “script” of the poem reveals the hidden script that emerges from Gander’s transformative 
encounter before the mysterious “throne of glory,” and the rhetorical nature of the question 
foregrounds his insistence that poetry is the place to engage with the phantom-scripts beneath our 
language. In Gander’s poetics, especially as it takes such an enormous void as one of its central 
subjects, the ultimate failure of language to reveal the unspeakable works to give ​Be With​ a sense 
of the vastness of a script and world beyond the poems. Gander uses and recognizes the limits of 
language to grant the poems in ​Be With ​some of their greatest powers. 
Many of the concerns of the book come to a culmination in the book’s strange and final 
series of poems, “Littoral Zone.” A littoral zone is a near-shore area of a body of water with high 
enough sunlight levels to produce rich nutrients and aquatic plants. Earlier in the collection 
Gander writes, “If it’s not all juxtaposition, she asked, then what is the binding agent?” and the 
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“Littoral Zone” poems depend on many forms of juxtaposition in order to produce a cohesive 
whole. The poems alternate between “Entrance” and “Exit,” and each poem is juxtaposed with a 
Michael Flomen photogram of an actual littoral zone. The photos are eerily dimensionless, 
rendering it difficult to discern whether or not we are looking into vast realms deep in the 
cosmos or microscopic biological realms.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The corresponding poems also balance multiple dimensions in the same space, reflecting the 
multiplicity that characterizes all littoral zones: 
Fuegos fatuos: ​we cast 
double shadows in Pantone 
blacks. My salamandrine  
longing stutter-caught 
on your nocturnal gorges. 
Until you’re sub- 
tracted from the visible 
escarpment and I’m a throbbing 
waste-heap of ghost.  
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The “Pantone blacks” of the double shadows echoes the shadowy color-scheme of Flomen’s 
photos. These amphibious grief-poems take on ekphrastic and naturalistic qualities where water 
and earth, life and death, human and inhuman all feature in the littoral zones of the forms they 
inhabit. Unlike the elegies at the beginning of the book, which are some of the most raw and 
forthright poems of Gander’s career, these are perhaps the most inhuman poems of the book, but 
it is a haunted inhumanity. In his essay “The Future of the Past,” Gander characterizes an 
eco-poem as one that “originates not within the self but within the landscape to which it is given 
back”, and these poems blur the the boundaries between self and landscape to such an intense 
degree that it feels incorrect to say juxtaposition is the only binding agent of these poems. 
Gander’s wildly transformative sensibility binds his grief with various aspects of the natural 
world and, in doing so, reminds us that it is possible to grieve without sacrificing our need to be 
with the fluctuating world in all its pain and mystery.  
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Mapping Word & World in Atsuro Riley’s ​Romey’s Order 
 
 
We enter the strange and mesmerizing world of Atsuro Riley’s debut collection ​Romey’s 
Order ​through a “Flint-Chant” intoned by the book’s central speaker, a lonely and inventive 
child named Romey. From his first utterance, Romey places us in a sensual language-world 
positioned halfway between narrative and lyric, fable and personal narrative:  
 
Once upon a time a ditchpipe got left behind behind Azelea Industrial, back 
in the woods backing up on to the Ashley, where old pitch-pines and loblollies 
grow wild. 
 
The sensory and geographical specificity of this opening sentence, as well as its 
once-upon-a-timeness, foregrounds the intensely excavatory nature of these poems. Pulled from 
a rich and painful memory-space, these poems detail an outsider’s childhood in the low country 
of South Carolina. Romey is queer and half-Japanese, the son of an alcoholic, abusive Vietnam 
veteran (called “Daddy” through the book) and his Japanese wife (called “Mama”). Within and 
against these intense familial and cultural pressures, Romey is intoxicated by the powers of 
language and, like any great poet, he’s invested in the word as ​medium​ in the material artistic 
sense and ​medium​ in the more uncanny and unwieldy sense.  
“Here is the house (and jungle-strangled yard) I come from and carry,” says Romey in the 
opening line of “Picture.” The introductory “This” confers an urgency and immediacy upon his 
childhood house while “come from and carry” indicates memory and imagination as the primary 
driving forces of that urgency: Romey summons both his embodied and imagined childhood onto 
the page. Throughout the poems, similarly charged conflations emerge between physical reality 
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and memory, texture and language. The title of the opening poem -- “Flint-Chant” -- embodies 
these dualities by serving as a complex objective correlative for the poem itself: it is both a 
harsh, dangerous, and elemental ​flint ​as well as a musical, prayerful, word-dependent ​chant. ​The 
hyphen between the two Anglo-Saxon nouns binds them together into an inventive coinage, the 
like of which appear abundantly throughout ​Romey’s Order​. Other hyphenated coinages include 
“Drift-Raft,” “Rage-Lodge,” and “Fosterling-Song,” all of which showcase the inventive, 
recombinant energy of Riley’s poetics. The notion of the poet as constant beginner is a trope, but 
rarely has the ever-recurring inventiveness required of a good poem felt more convincing and 
magical than in Romey’s (i.e. Riley’s) world. “Flint-Chant” unfolds as an ​ars poetica ​in which 
Romey recounts his first encounter with the mesmerizing powers of language as medium: 
 
What the boy called inside-​oku ​called him back. He was hooked right quick  
on the well-bottom peace of the pumicey concrete and how sounds sounded  
in there, and re-sounded.  
 
Romey’s use of the term “oku” reoccurs throughout the book, and is defined in the notes as 
“Japanese; roughly equivalent to interior, a deep place.” For Romey, then, the exteriorizing of 
language is connected to the urgency of maintaining and protecting his ​oku, ​an urgency made all 
the more intense by his hybrid status as queer and Japanese-American. In “Scroll,” an 
alternative, darker definition of the term is provided: “​Oku ​= Clack-scrabbling in closets.” The 
closets of queerness and the danger inherent in his racial and cultural heritage grants Romey’s 
oku ​a “clack-scrabbling” quality that indicates his desperate need for poetry. For all the poems’ 
delightful emphasis on “how sounds sounded in there,” there is never a slip from the 
meaning-making energy of the poems, the ​oku ​calling back.  
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In “Flint-Chant,” the echoes of Romey’s calls into the ditch-pipe are like the 
language-echoes between poet and page that occurs in the process of making a poem, the poet’s 
dialogue with language as it develops on the white space. Wallace Stevens, in his essay “The 
Necessary Angel of Reality,” characterizes poetry as “a violence from within that protects us 
from a violence without. It is the imagination pressing up against reality.” For Romey, the 
ideological and racist violence of his social ecosystem -- a world where he can stumble upon a 
game at the county fair called “Shoot the Gook Down” -- cultivates the fraught and necessary 
oku ​of the book’s interior world. So much of what’s at stake in these poems is that Riley 
maintain a connection to his Japanese heritage, his desires, and the worlds he invents and 
explores to protect himself from the violence without. The epigraph to the book is from Seamus 
Heaney’s Nobel Prize lecture “Crediting Poetry,” and crystallizes the excavatory nature of this 
task: “An order where we can at last grow up to that which we stored up as we grew.” The book 
offers itself as such an order, one where meaning is made through intricate sonic and imagistic 
patterns, the “growing up” of Riley’s poetics.  
Besides Heaney, these poems are also written heavily under the influence of another 
sound-wizard of the canon, Gerard Manley Hopkins. Like Hopkins, Riley privileges sound and 
image without sacrificing sense, but rather complicates and intensifies meaning through sound. 
In “O,” Riley directly alludes to Hopkins:  
 
Encompassed here 
 
Where springs not fail  
 
Canes not break nor welt on backs of leg 
 
Green cresses plait 
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No plaque of heated iron scathes 
 
(Nor noose, nor knives)  
 
Articulated scapes arise  
 
These paratactic lines take on a haunting and incantatory quality that quote Hopkins’ 
poem-prayer for transcendence into a place “where springs not fail.” The abuse and violence of 
Romey’s home-life gives this section a prayer-like quality evident through the “​Articulated 
scapes” ​of the lines themselves. In his journals, Hopkins invented the term “inscape” to describe 
what he viewed as the charged particularity of any living thing -- tree, bee, bird-- that 
differentiates it from all other living things. Riley’s ​sui generis ​world, the “articulated scapes” of 
his lines and phrases, perform Hopkins’s idea of unique interiority by attending to the specifics 
of language and experience. But of course Riley’s poetry feature other types of scape as well: 
every poem in ​Romey’s Order​ occurs as a dense, animated convergence of inscape, landscape, 
and soundscape.  
Perhaps this convergence is no more powerful than in the book’s longest poem, “Scroll,” 
which depicts Romey’s literally closeted encounter with a book of his mother’s that gives him a 
glimpse into the Japanese homeland from which he’s estranged. Romey’s feral yearning is 
evident in the language of hunger used in relation to the text: “The boy took to night-gnawing 
and -nursing this old (folding-out) book of mountains, his mother’s.” Romey achieves a kind of 
crucial sustenance from these fold-out mountains, stand-ins for “Mama’s cradle-place,” featuring 
“Pines. Lakes. Reeds. Cranes. Plum-blooms,” etc. In Romey’s lonely nursing of this book, text 
and landscape, ​oku ​and exterior landscape, all overlay in the intricate palimpsest of the poem. 
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Questions of textual inheritance play out formally in the poem as well. Alternating between 
longer prose sections and short bursts of lyric energy, “Scroll” riffs off the ancient Japanese 
Haibun form. And the poem, like the book that Romey so longingly nurses, successfully creates 
its own world for the reader, one where plums bloom in a closeted child’s imagination and 
“​Shhhhh” ​becomes the “center-sound in ​Hi ro shi ma mushroom​.” As in the larger book of 
which it is apart, sound in “Scroll” becomes a tool for magic, discovery, and the incredibly 
intricate process of growing up into all “that we stored up as we grew.” I can think of few more 
urgent personal and political imperatives for poetry than this.  
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Much Gesture, from the Pulpit ​— 
Strong Hallelujahs roll ​— 
Narcotics cannot still the Tooth  
That nibbles at the soul — 
 
Emily Dickinson 
 
 
 
thrill the air with a 
regular flash. 
     somebody playing 
 
 
 daydream looking through.  
 
 
Fred Moten 
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I.  
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Media Distinctio 
 
 
To graze the dark 
    dog’s mercury 
     only in mind 
 
  to graze the face of god 
 
only in mind 
   to guess 
    the dark dog’s mercury 
 
raising from the soil 
    the mind becomes 
 
lichen on a crag-shaped skull, 
    foliose on the curve  
of a carbonizing question— 
 
beginning ​here​, I mean,  
    here ​the fingertips’ attempt 
        to graze the face 
 
beneath the face 
    of god, the dark dog’s 
        mercury thriving 
 
in this unsung un- 
   grazed unsold leafrot 
 
      And the dozing boy, too,  
 
the dark dog sniffing 
     at the fringes of his drift 
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Fox Bellies  
 
 
Mama ties the tied-together catgut from the gutter  
to the oak, pins her floral skirts to the catgut  
to dry in the yellow-bellied forenoon, and prays  
beside the billows in the grass to her God:  
 
God of crayon and cradle, 
God of stain and stable,  
God of phantom and fable,  
Save me from O, save me from O,  
I cannot remember from what or 
Who, O God, 
the winds cause me and they cause me 
to forget, but they tell me there is something 
terrible to be saved from. 
 
Her prayer being sent, a great bellow-whisper  
of wind outs her skirts to the outskirts of the yard,  
where the foxes skirt, wielding eyes of Biblical glass. 
 
Seeing their bellies, she remembers. 
Seeing her remember, they jeer, 
Catch for us the foxes,  
the little foxes that ruin 
the vineyards, our vineyards  
that are in bloom. 
 
With their terrible teeth they rip  
the finespun florals of her skirts  
to ribbons in the finespun forenoon.  
 
Though Mama has swaddled herself in pigeon- 
netting to ward off these circling spirits,  
though she has grain by grain built herself a pillar  
of salt to look back at and feel her own safety, 
though she has burnt her specter’s lipstick  
in the high-noon in a pit in the vector's center, 
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Mama’s God does not grant her respite from  
her trembling, for from her trembling comes prayer:  
 
God of stork and spindle, 
God of fine-tined fork and time-lined teet,  
O God of brine and barrow, 
O God of spine and sparrow, 
forgive me for forgetting the face 
of You, O God of sod and sorrow, 
forgive me for my phantom-leap 
into the torn-up vineyards beyond 
the plot you have given me. 
The foxes come closer with each 
forenoon. Let them loose upon me, 
O God, if I deserve to be let loose upon.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
22 
Trace the Voice 
 
 
In the dungeon of my palace, the writing 
on the wall is rife with smutty lies.  
I know this because I wrote them. 
 
I have lived my life as a tongue  
in an old wolf’s mouth,    though through the wall Fable  
tells me I’m still moving toward a kind of truth,  
 
that a keen enough frost brings the wolf back  
to range on the fields with a spring in her step. 
Harvest the mulberry bush, Fable tells me,  
 
burn it, memorize your books, 
burn them, mix the ash into a bowl  
of spit and glitter, just a little taste.  
 
Reel in your hook-shaped thoughts,  
derive the crystal secrets of the bunker. 
I’m afraid of Fable’s body  
 
because I’ve never seen it, only felt it tremble 
through the wall, its glitterless commands.  
Fable says if I were to touch it  
 
the writing on the wall would glow with  
the salamandrine clarity of un-begotten tongues, 
the world would burn.        Our world is burning.  
 
 
 
 
 
23 
Babooshka Beneath Heaven  
 
 
All the city’s plum trees have fallen ill, 
so children wrap their branches  
in a fine white gauze that sways above our heads. 
Nevertheless, you take my hand. Baffled by touch  
 
is the name of the game, chokehold  
of ensouled smoke, and when we reach 
the end, a black lamb licks the plum juice 
from our lips. You were just a boy,  
Babooshka​, ​cloaked in the peripheral  
hymns of the newly dead. There is no home 
 
and you lead me there. There is no  
sputter of morning light but when 
you yoke my brittle spirit open.  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
24 
Atlas  
 
 
When you bent to dip the dove in crumbs, I looked away.  
 
How the Atlas moth, once placed between parenthesis,  
 
illuminates the face we once believed missing.  
 
How born without a mouth, he takes this silence as his supper. 
 
How when I catch a rabbit mid-leap, I can’t release her  
 
in the same way. Or how today, we unhook our faces from  
 
the crystal latch of history: skinlight, nightlight, leaflight  
 
rapture, the satellite in the silt of the lake we swam  
 
still sending signals of release—to be seduced from orbit,  
 
to pluck the feathers one by one, to tuck a pad of butter  
 
beneath each wing. Can we taste the air around  
 
our tasting? Snowmelt’s shadow fills the toppled birdbath.  
 
Salt gives way to phantom-salt. How a look demands  
 
you look away, and never in the same way.  
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Ceremony of the Splintering of the Vessels 
 
 
Accretions of clock-dust coated your blade.  
With a single liquid motion of your wrist,  
you severed all the heads from the nearly  
vertical field of April dandelions. It was Monday. 
As in, “Keep giving me the queer shoulder, 
Mr. So-and-so, and I’ll soon learn to forgive myself.” 
We squeezed what could be gathered straight 
 
into the sick lamb’s mouth. Chained to our porch-beam, 
he bleated long into that first summer, long past  
the last. “Can he be healed?” you turned to ask me  
as we rubbed prescription oil on his hooves,  
and when the stars peeled off, we buried our faces  
in his unsheared coat, making constellations  
of the blisters where he tugged against his fetters. 
 
Then autumn came, engorging every creek we knew  
by name. Clock-dust drifted from the highest heavens.  
A dead language bobbed up from the town fountain, 
so I nibbled at its edges, hoping I could woo you with my  
newly nourished shadow-tongue. As nights grew longer,  
you held a candle to my face to count the hollows there.  
We thumbed through certain mystic texts for guidance:  
 
“The law of sin is the violence of habit by which  
even the unwilling mind is dragged down and held,”  
Saint Augustine warned us through miles of scarlet static,  
but we didn’t listen, opting instead to coax baroque  
lamentations from our old clock radio. “Love me  
or leave me,” Nina crooned in a neverending fadeout.  
I touched your garment as you sang along. 
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The Saint By the River Rolls Up His Sleeves 
 
 
on a morning of no visible storks, only this  
steady percolation of red fog….  
 
Mouth full of angel, saint full of pine needle, 
phantom full of coffee-steam, 
 
who among us died to lend me these knees 
 
on this mudbank  
with the signal so low  
 
every word must be stone:  
rainstorm, stone, slaughter, stone,  
 
mother, stone,  
neuron, stone.  
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Long Desert Train  
 
 
The planet turned me      born again  
only once.     Only once was I a midwife  
to the fat mosquitoes,      summer  
after summer     I smeared our satiation  
across my gummy stomach.     County of  
coterminous hunger.     Where the land  
slides under                 the fresh red sea.  
 
Sequestered by ceremony,     pecan-light 
carved me,      laid me bare, creek-light  
let me lose my shape.     Whose shape  
I’ll never know,      yet I continue to grieve, I try 
 
to coax the nebula     from its hidey hole 
in the gutter,     lose my hold on history-as- 
conceivable-sieve.               On a particular  
hour streaming light    from the high Middle Ages, 
a trout leaps through                     my vanishing point, 
my third or second life.     Something hazy watches this,  
& I deem this something you.                 So you 
 
take me as I am?        Violet pulse of shame  
or balk or only once?            Like the nebula before  
you wipe the fug     from the window of the hawkish train,  
we are ripe with            unmet vague extinguishment. 
 
My darling epiphyte,     my creosote twin,  
when you flit through me,             the planet scatters backward.  
Not unlike the show we make    of burning heaven’s map— 
plumes of ruin twirling from our                 long train  
 
to glory, long winter train…..       And I was wrong  
about your place here.       Your irreducibility  
arriving like the opposite of clockwork,      you flense 
the murk that floats upon             my guessing.  
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The Cloud of Unknowing​       open on your lap, 
your cheekbone on the window     a conductor for velocity, 
your blood-rush yet another                       magmatic singularity.  
& was it you who told me     our conductor wears a falcon hood  
tonight? He pulled it on himself,      tied his own wrists  
with twine. To love the world                  & all the nowhere in it. 
To keep himself from veering toward that trout        again. 
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Two Step Half Life 
 
I.  
 
 
Where the boy slips out of life-time  
And into the tremors of Patsy’s twang  
 
A roadrunner slakes the snake’s bloody egg 
My vista deepened by the given blinders 
 
As a gate swings open from a buckskin flank 
I rest my spine across the fault-line  
 
To wake up cradled by an anarchist  
Who scribbles “mere surrender”  
 
On this lightning-bolt extinguishment  
Only my ecstasy-limits snap back into place  
 
Like an angel growing tusks against orders 
Blooms of quartz shiver from these many faces  
 
Boy who tongues the basin’s violet shadow  
Do not make extinction make the most of you  
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 II.  
 
 
Like an angel growing tusks against orders  
Who scribbles “mere surrender”  
 
Where the boy slips out of life-time 
Do not make extinction make the most of you 
 
Boy who tongues the basin’s violet shadow 
To wake up cradled by an anarchist 
 
As a gate swings open from a buckskin flank 
A roadrunner slakes the snake’s bloody egg  
 
On this lightning-bolt extinguishment 
And into the tremors of Patsy’s twang  
 
Blooms of quartz shiver from these many faces  
My vista deepened by the given blinders 
 
I rest my spine across the fault-line  
Only my ecstasy-limits snap back into place  
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Seven Plagues 
 
 
For the first plague, we were given a pomegranate tree  
we were forbidden from tasting or leaning against.  
On October nights of wind, from silk pillows, we watched  
the shadows of pomegranates thrash and shudder  
through the curtains, a kind of diabolical harvest.  
 
The second plague came in the form of an ice-storm 
adorning every pomegranate with a thin cage of ice, 
followed by what felt like many months of gray stillness, 
followed by a night (the same night I learned how  
to comb your hair) of pomegranates snapping  
from their branches one by one, shattering 
their brilliant reds against the frozen black earth. 
 
The third plague had something to do with clarity. 
Though at this point in our lives, the tree was erased 
from our backyard, we placed a stethoscope  
against the skin of each desired market fruit, 
listening for something like the sound of memory  
 
shattering. This was before the fourth plague  
brought with it the moment when two lovers blink 
in full sunlight with the recognition they are walking  
toward different homes with different market bags, 
like a familiar pair of impossibly soft hands slicing  
open a pomegranate and placing each seed  
at the center of a small white plate.  
 
These were the days when I had taken to picturing you  
taking off your sweater and diving in a marble fountain  
filled with pomegranate seeds spilling from its edges. 
By the time you emerged from the fountain’s far side, 
the fifth plague had already swept across my mind 
so every seed was bursting with blood, your blood 
and my blood seeping through the cracks in the marble. 
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I could barely make out the meaning of the sixth plague, 
always coming to me, as it did, as a lullaby sung faintly 
from the next room, and the next, as though survival 
depended upon the voices of children, following me across  
the train-cars, the libraries, the dusty, empty churches  
of my travels, sounding to my ears like the lament of a boy 
faced in the other direction, toward the glass above the altar, 
 
columns of light and dust moving through his melody…  
And now that it’s morning and I am looking out the window  
at the first light, straining to remember that same fragment  
of song, the seventh plague flickers briefly in my vision: 
a pomegranate tree resurrecting from the emptiness, 
a floating sea of brilliant reds blinding me for a bit  
before receding to the earth like water…  
 
But how can this vision be true?  
How, at the midmost point of summer, when  
the pomegranates have long been withered,  
when I am no longer a child pretending  
to be made and unmade as clay by your hand?  
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A Boy Can Wear a Dress 
 
 
A boy can wear a dress 
    by cliff or by 
creek, by God or by 
   dark in the caul of the devil. 
 
A boy can wear a dress 
    bought with a tin- 
can full of cherries on the 
    day of his daddy’s dying. 
 
A boy can weep in his dress— 
    by boat or by plane, he 
can sleep in his dress, 
    dance in his dress, make 
 
eyes in his dress at the 
    flame at the hotel bar. 
Goddamn it all to Graceland, 
    how stunning he looks 
 
in his blue cotton dress, 
    just stunning! Nothing can 
keep him from 
    losing our minds, sluicing 
 
my heart in that way he does. 
    Nothing can keep him. 
On the walk to his daddy’s wake, 
    persons of rank may 
 
question his dress, 
    raise their brows at his dress, 
so he twirls and twirls 
    till his dress is its own 
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    unaddressed question, un- 
veiling the reasons he 
    wakes every morning, like an 
x-ray for colors beneath 
 
    your colors, your 
zygote soul, your naked twirl— 
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Written on the Winter Palms 
 
 
Holes in the light-shaft.  
In wind, lungs  
cry near  
Gethsemane, lunge  
into blue time—handfuls  
of red seas slake forms  
wet with war—guests  
melt in mud.  
 
Your Highness, shhhh: I need  
guesses in my prayers.  
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Notes 
 
The title for this collection takes from the final line of Peter Gizzi’s poem “Some Joy for 
Morning.” 
 
A ​Media Distinctio ​describes a ceremonial pause included in the middle of each verse during 
monks’ recitation of the psalms in monastic communities. Dark dog’s mercury describes an 
indicator species of plant that thrives in the understory region of forest ecosystems untouched by 
human behavior.  
 
The diabolical foxes in “Fox Bellies” quote from Song of Solomon 2:15 (NIV).  
 
“Babooshka Beneath Heaven” is for Leigh Hilford, and is after Kate Bush. 
 
“Atlas” is in part a response to Gerhard Richter’s painting “Betty”.  
 
“Long Desert Train” takes its title from the haunting Jason Molina song of the same name.  
 
“​Two Step Half Life” was inspired in part by Forrest Gander’s poem “Deadout” and in part by 
Patsy Cline’s greatest hits.  
 
“Seven Plagues” takes from two myths: the plagues of Egypt, and Hades and Persephone.  
 
“Written on the Winter Palms” began as a homophonic translation of an unnamed poem in Paul 
Celan’s ​Fadensonnen (Threadsuns). 
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Author: John Bosworth 
Thesis Title: Wild Light: Poems 
Supervising Professors: Professor Lisa Olstein and Associate Professor Chad Bennett 
 
 
I’ve written poems that explore rituals of body and mind, intertextuality, sound, myth, patriarchal 
violence, and queer desire. I’m interested in writing poems that feel native to the West Texas 
environment of my childhood, bringing to my page something like C.D. Wright’s attention to 
regional specificity while also engaging, as Wright did, with larger forces of history and poetic 
tradition.  
 
Preceding the poems are a short artist’s statement and two reviews of books that have hugely 
influenced and shaped my artistic trajectory. John Ashbery says in his Harvard lectures that 
whenever a poet talks about another poet’s work, they’re really talking about their own. Though 
I hope I’ve set aside my ego in service of Gander’s and Riley’s work, I also encourage you to 
consider these book reviews as an extension of my statement of poetics.  
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